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Falcon site excels

ELECTION

One thousand members registered
By Zach Herman

Next week the elections take place and hopefully you are voting. Here is a
quick issues guide in case you are still unclear about where the presidential
candidates stand. Keep your eye out for more issues later this week.
Information taken from uimv.cnnxom and http://badiuuik.oni

George
W Bush
^ Republican candidate
Civil Rights
• Backs constitutional amendment
banning same sex
marriage.
• Has both opposed
and supported affirmative action.

USA Patriot Act
• Supports current
Patriot Act, and
is pushing for an
upcoming renewal.

Health Care
• Place limits on
patient lawsuits
against HMOs,
• Favors improving
current system over
government-based
system.

John Kerry
Democratic candidate
Civil Rights
• Against gay marriage, backs benefits
and rights for gay
couples.
• Supports affirmative action policies.

Health Care
• Close loopholes,
financial incentives to
lower drug costs.
• Allow option to buy
into government system, fund by reversing tax cuts for rich.

USA Patriot Act
• Backs letting
Patriot Act expire
without congressional approval over
infringements into
Civil Rights.

Michael
Badnarik
Libertarian candidate
Civil Rights
• For gay marriage
• Does not believe
government should
regulate marriage
through courts.

BG students, because it offers
something for everyone," said
The controversial Internet Chris Gruber, the CEO and Site
destination drunkfalcons.com Adminstrator of The Falcon
has garnered attention from the Web
press and condemnation from
Gruber's site is another
a University department chair- addition to The College Web, a
woman recently for its gallery of burgeoning network of schoolphotos appearing to celebrate specific Web sites that links stuexcessive drinking.
dentsfrom universities
Quietly, another "I knew [the
across the country.
student-run Web
The College Web
sitejwould
site serving the
provides the template
University combe a great and some original
munity is earncontent for the indiway to
ing recognition
vidual sites, which are
for more positive interact with generally uniform in
reasons.
features and design.
people who Then, students from
Thefalconweb.
com, a Universitygo to BG." each university are
independent Web
recruited to oversee
CHRIS GRUBER.
site created and
their school's version
CEO OF THE FALCON
administered by
of the site.
WEB
Bowling Green
So far, more than
students, has registered more two dozen universities, from
than 1000 members since its Arkansas to Washington, have
launch in earty September.
CollegeWebsites. BowlingGreen
The site, which bills itself "the is one of many Midwestern
unofficial homepage of Bowling schools with a prescence on
Green," offers original creative the network, joining Kentucky,
content along with message Michigan State, Ohio State, and
boards, games, exhaustive user Purdue, among others.
profiles, and space for blogging,
For Gruber, the appeal
among other features.
of The Falcon Web is in the
Members can find friends opportunity to connect with
or dates by searching through other students.
photos or matching by com"I knew |the site] would be a
mon interests or classes. The site great way to interact with peoalso boasts a mte-your-profes- ple who go to BG," he said. "It
sor feature, a book exchange, seems many of us spend a lot of
and a marketplace where users time in front of the computer, so
sell everything from coats to why not spend that time interacting with other BG students?"
computers.
With The Falcon Web still
"This is a great forum for

USA Patriot Act
• Opposes Patriot
Act's right infringements, will protect
Bill of Rights.

Health Care
• End excess regulation of pharmaceuticals, health care providers and insurance
companies, promoting privatization.

Gay Greeks form
BG brotherhood
Since then, the two have posted
flyers all over campus seeking
Ihere are fraternities for honor male students — heterosexuals
students, specific majors and included.
party animals. Soon there
According to DIP regulations,
may even be a new
at least eight members
opportunity for gay men "For gays are needed to start a
lo go Greek.
coming chapter.
Two students are tryRon Binder, director
ing to form a chapter of a out, it will of Greek affairs at the
national fraternity geared be easier University, said he does
towards gay, bisexual
not think the students
and progressive men within a will have trouble finding
an campus. The frater- community new members because
nit>; Delta Lambda Phi, nfmiPPrs" °flhe niche the fraterniADiild be the University's uj queers. ^ would m on ^m^
"We perceive there is
first Greek organization
to focus on sexual orien- NICKY DAMANIA, aneedforthisorganizatation.
ADVISOR FOR VISION tion and we definitely
The students hope DLP will want to suppon it," he said,
Binder admitted that a gay frabecome a place for to form
friendships and be comfortable ternity may not have been possithemseleves."For gays com- ble ten or even five years ago, but
ing out, it will be easier within with the current climate of accepi community of queers," said tance concerning sexual orienNicky Damania, one of the two tation, he feels the campus will
students and an advisor for welcome DLP with open arms.
Vision — the organization for gay,
Greek leaders on campus also
esbian, bisexual and transgender feel the fraternity will fit in well at
the University, calling it "the next
students.
It was a member of Vision who logical step," according to Binder,
Opening the minds of other
:ame to Damania last month
about setting up the fraternity. Greeks regarding sexual orientaUPOHIER
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deemed crucial in the Nov. 2
election by attending worship at
the Allen Temple AME Church.
The Rev. Donald Jordan Sr.
introduced Edwards to the
predominantly
black
congregation as a man who is
"eventually going to be president of the United States."
Edwards took the opportu-

TOLEDO—Fire raced through
a Toledo apartment building
yesterday afternoon, killing six
children and critically injuring
one other, authorities said.
Five of the children died
at area hospitals soon after
the fire yesterday afternoon,
said Fire Chief Michael Bell. A
sixth child died last night, and
one boy remained in critical,
said Sarah Bednarski, spokeswoman for St. Vincent Mercy
Medical Center. The victims
were six girls and one boy, ages
six months to 7 years old.
Toledo firefighters met
heavy flames on a staircase
as they fought toward the
second-floor rooms where
the children were trapped,
Bell said. Crews began
arriving at the scene about
one minute after a 2:38 p.m.
emergency call and contained
the fire quickly after pulling
the children out, Bell said.
A tire station is about three
blocks away.
When firefighters arrived,
screaming neighbors directed
them to the apartment where
the children were trapped.
"OUr chief concern at the
scene was getting the kids out
of the building," Bell said.
Joe Jaramillo, 36, said he ran
into the two-story apartment
and tried to get upstairs where

EDWARDS, PAGE 2

FIRE. PAGE 2
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tion was something the students
hoped they could accomplish.
Gay, lesbian and bisexual students have a notoriously difficult
time coming out to their Greek
brothers and sisters, according to
Vision President Dan Headley.
"It will bring more acceptance
into Greek life," she said. "This
will be very much a good thing."
DLP has been springing up all
over the nation since it was created in 1987. It has over 20 chapters from coast to coast, including
The Ohio State University, Ohio
University, Kent State University
and the University of Cincinnati.
One may also be formed soon at
the University of Toledo.
Alan Hatlitf. the president of
OSU's chapter, said his campus
and other Greek organizations
have been very supportive of
FRATERNITY, PAGE 2

IRON: University art students along with students from the
College of Creative Studies in Detroit, pour liquid iron — as
hot as 2,400 degrees — into molds Friday afternoon outside
the BGSU Fine Arts Center. The iron pour was part of the
visit of international artist George Beasley.

Edwards pushes for
record turnout at polls
By Mark Williams
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — John Edwards
began the week before the election by assuring churchgoers
in Ohio yesterday that a record
turnout would render meaningless a court ruling limiting
where some votes can be cast.
Edwards, the Democratic vice
presidential candidate, started
a bus tour of one of the states
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Fire kills
6 youths
in Toledo

Ohio State
Ohio University
Kent State
University of Cincinnati
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Sunny

in development, users can
expect frequent changes as
the site evolves and the leaitei
ship changes. Gruber is always
looking for interested students
to become "players," the site
term for administrators, and is
hoping to find a replacement
to assume CEO duties alter
Gruber's May graduation.
"I'll be looking for an
underclassman to hands to
reigns to," he said.
After he leaves, Gruber
expects to remain a frequent
visitor to die site.
"I'm sure I'll check hack
regularly to see how things ,11
BG are going,' he said. Hut until
then, he will enjoy watching
The Falcon Web grow, anil bask
in the minor-celebrity status his
-He stewardship has conferred
u|)<m him.
"I doget recognized from time
to time [in Howling (ireen]." he
says. "Usuallv it's a had thing
when someone says I saw you]
picture on the Internet, but I
enjoy the lide local lame the site
has brought me."

By John Seewer
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ohio colleges with gay fraternities:
•
•
•
•

On this unique Web site users
can enjoy features such as:
• Message boards
• Games
• Exhaustive user profiles
• Space for blogging
• Members can find friends or
dates by searching through
photos and profiles.

IRONART

Information collected by Came Whltaker and Bob Moser

By Adam Wright

Thefalconweb.com

SENIOR REPOHIE R
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Apartments burn, firemen
helpless in Sunday blaze
father tried to go up the stairs a
second time, hut the smoke and
flames were too thick.
(lie children were' (rapped.
"Then it was just
"I tried to crawl
quiet" he said.
under (he smoke,"
"I
tried
to
Authorities
he said, "i hey were
yelling'Help us.' hui I crawl under didn't immediately
the names or
couldn't do anything.
the smoke... release
relationships of the
I had to come back
They were victims. Neighbors
lor air."
laramillo said that yelling 'Help said (he woman
who lived in (he
wlun he iirsi ran
us," but I apartment with her
toward the apartchildren also had
ment, the mother of couldn't do
two sisters who live
some of the children
anything" in (he apartment
was standing outcomplex.
side the building and
Nearly all of the
screaming lha( her
fire damage was
babies were inside.
JOE JARAMIl.1.0
"One oi the kid's TOLEDO FIRE FIGHTER limited (o one apartment and the roof of
lathers was trying to
the two-story brick
go upstairs,' be said.
apartment building
"They grabbed a Hre extinguishthat contained five units, said
er but it didn't work."
larmillo, who was sitting on Battalion Chief Mark Klein.
Investigators didn't know how
the hood of a car and watching
investigators move in and out or where the fire started. Klein,
nl the building, said he and the though, said it may have begun
FIRE. FROM PAGE 1

on the second floor because
that's where most of the damage
was found.
The outside of the two-story
apartment in which (he children were found had been decorated for Halloween wilh green
cobwebs sprayed in a bush in
the front yard and paper cutout
bats taped to the front window.
No adults were injured.
Hell said no adults were in the
building when fircfigh(crs
arrived, but he wasn't sure
whether adults wereinside when
(he blaze broke out.
Clay Ncal. 32, who lived in the
apartment next to the victims
apartment, said (he children
were always outside riding bikes
and playing games.
I le wasn't home when the fire
started and arrived just as paramedics wet c taking a baby out of
the building on a stretcher.
"It just brings tears to my eyes
because all of the kids didn'l
make i(," Neal said.

University to see new chapter
FRATERNITY, FROM PAGE 2
1)1.1' since it was created (here
in May 2004. He feels i( has been
instrumental in opening the
minds of traditionally homophobic Creek students.
"I sir OUT fraternity as being
a bridge between Greek life and
the gay; lesbian, bisexual and
transgender community as a

whole," he said
OSIJ's chapter has also given

its members more opportunities
to become involved on campus,
With (he confidence they acquire
through 1)U! they are more likely
to participate in activities they
might have once shied away

from
"ll's a place where gay bisexual
and progressive men can integrate themselves into Greek life
without the fear ofbeingdiscriminated against on (he basis of their

sexual orientation," Kadiff said.

BG NEWS
CORRECTIONS
'HI BG NEKS

In die article "Delta Sigma
Phi holds a love auction for
charities", run Friday, October
22, the headline incorrectly
named the sonority Delta
Sigma Phi, but is actually
Delta Sigma Theta.

POLL OF THE DAY: REUTERS/Z0GBY
2.9%
ERROR

Also, The BG News would
like make a retraction of the

According (o a Oct. 21-23 poll
by Reuters/Zogby released yesterday, President Bush and Senator
Kerry remain statistically tied.
Bush is supported by 48 percent
of 1,207 likely voiers, and Kerry is
backed by 46 percent. The results
are the same as in polls over the
previous two days, and are within
(he 2.9 percentage point margin
of error.

first paragraph and apologize
for the insensitive nature of
the sentence that refers (o the
people participadng in (he
Love Auction as slaves.

Katie finnegaii The BG New

JayLaprete AP Photo
IN THE SWING STATE: Democratic Vice presidential candidate Sen. John Edwards speaks to crowd.

Candidate stops in Cincy
EDWARDS. FROM PAGE 1
nity to weigh in on Santrday's
ruling by (he Cincinnati-based
6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
thai upheld Ohio's law on
provisional votes — the first
such ruling in (he nation. Those
vo(es are cas( by voters whose
names do no( appear on records
a( (he polling place.
The law slates (ha( voters
must cas( vo(es at (heir correct polling place, no! a( any
polling place in their home
county, as Democrats had
argued. Ohio Democrats have
declined to appeal the ruling
to (he U.S. Supreme Court
"We know (hat (here are
some voices that would stand
in the way of your voices
being heard _ stand in the
way here in Ohio of you being
able (o vote," Edwards (old (he
congregation. We're going to
make sure you get to the polls,
we're going (o make sure you
get to vote and we're going
to make sure your vote is
counted and we're going to
counter those forces with a
record turnout."
Ohio Democratic Party
spokesman Myron Marlin
said the Democrats will have
workers at the polls on Election
Day (o ensure voters have gone
(o the proper precinct.
Kevin Madden, a spokesman
for President Bush's campaign
in Ohio, said Republicans back
die appeals court's ruling.
"Our goal is to pro(ec( (he
integrity of Ohio's electoral
process," Madden said Sunday.
"We wan( (o make sure vot-

ers are not disenfranchised by
registration fraud."
Edwards,
who
also
visited Dayton and lima in his
second trip to Ohio in a week,
contrasted President Bush's
record on employment with that
of former President Clinton.
Ohio has lost more than
230,000 jobs since Bush took

"The American
people deserve to
know from George
Bush now, not after
the election, does he
want to privatize
Social Security, does
he want to raise the
retirement age and
how's he going to
pay the trillions of
dollars in costs?"
ROSALYNNE,
SECOND GRADE TEACHER

office.

"When he (Clinton) was
president of the United Stales.
we weren't losing jobs, we were
creating jobs," Edwards said.
Rosa Lynne Jason, 40, of
Cincinnati, a second-grade
teacherin the affluent Cincinnati
suburb of Indian 1 till, said she
thought Hush bad not done a
good job of reaching oul (o black
or Hispanic communities.
She worries about what the

war in Iraq will mean to her
8-year-old daughter's future.
"I'm just concerned about (he
world she will grow up in," Jason
said. "I feel we need a change."
In Dayton, Edwards reacted to
comments Bush made Saturday
that Democratic presidential
candidate John Kerry was suffering from "election amnesia"
wilh conflicting s(ands on Iraq.
This president is hoping
and praying this country has
amnesia for what he's done the
past lour years," Edwards said.
Edwards also called this "the
most important election of our
lifetime" and said Bush needed to clarify his position on a
report that a plan to privatize
Social Security would raise the
retirement age from 67 io 72.
"The American people
deserve to know from George
Bush now. not after the
election, does he want to privatize Social Security, does he
want to raise the retircmem age
and how's he going to pay (he
trillions of dollars in costs?"
At the lima rally, Edwards
responded to Bush's remarks
on a Fox News Channel
program over the weekend.
"The reason George Bush
thinks those things is because
he hasn't done everything diat
needs to be done to keep this
country safe," Edwards said,
citing Bush's failure to adopt
all of the recommendations of
the Sept. 11 commission and
the growing nuclear threat from
Iran and North Korea and the.
"<lui messagetotheAmerican
I in iple is we will keep you safe."
Iidwards said.

It takesA3 muS'ftE&to frown
and 09ty l|\to Smile!

J-^$»

Halloween
Wednesdayth
October 27
10pm-2:30am

S3 coyer at the? door
238 N. Main • 353r7511 • call for details

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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FREE CURLING LESSONS HELD IN ICE ARENA

^-~ ,

The Bowling Green Curling Club is holding open
curling at the Ice Arena Tuesday through Thursday,
7-9 p.m. Instructors will be present to teach new
people how to curl. Wear warm, comfortable clothes
and bring a pair of clean tennis shoes. For more info,
contact Scott Piroth at spiroth@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

CAMPUS

get a life
^^*^^

hllp-7/cvcnls.bgsu.edu/

9:00a.m. to 7:00p.m.
Voter Education Table
Sponsored by Reach Out
Union Lobby
10:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.
Outreach @ Union
The Career Center will give out
information on their Outreach
program.
Union Lobby
11:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.
Mr. Blu Magic Scholarship Banquet
Tickets Sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta
Union Lobby
11:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.
Ebony Fashion Fair Ticket Sales,
Sponsored by Alpha Kappa Alpha
Union Lobby
11:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.
Life Flight Fundraiser

www.pgnews.com/caflipus

REMEMBER THE ABUSED

^^^^

Sponsored by Dance Marathon
Union Lobby

support, and coping techniques.
For More Information Contact: Sara
McLaughlin
WSAHannaHall

11:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Hurricane Relief Fund Donations,
Sponsored by the Caribbean
Association
Union Lobby
12:00p.m. to 1:00p.m.
Caring for Yourself While Caring for
Others
All who work at BGSU are caring for
others. Women are often expected
to be the primary caregivers at
home and at work. Although the
examples are limitless, this group
is for you if you care about BGSU
students, if you are doing extra
while others are in Iraq, if you care
for an animal, if you have children
or elderly parents (or both), if you
care for yourself....
Join us for resource information.

6:00p.m. to 8:00p.m.
Free Self-Defence Seminar
The United Karate System, a BGSU
student organization, will present a free self-defense seminar for BGSU
students and community members. Wear loose street clothes for
comfort and realism.
For More Information Contact: Jim
Hasenfratz 419-345-3246
St. Thomas More University Parish
7:00p.m.
Guest Speaker Morissa Rice will be
speaking on Safe Sex.
For More Information Contact
Vanessa Malone
Discussion about Safe Sex
Union Room 208

Will Clark BbNews
HONORED: As part of Domestic Violence Awareness Month, students and community members
created messages on T-shirts of various colors to signify varying degrees of past abuse on

BOBCATS
ONTHESTIIKET
What is one question you have for BG students?

MELISSA MUCCINI0
■ SENIOR

CHRISTIAN GRENVIK
FRESHMAN

"Because you guys
have no hills, Jo you
miss the sights?"

"Why did the chicken
cross the road?"

Visit www.BGNews.com
Ask yourself this...
Think the economy is good?
Satisfied with the cost of
prescription drugs?
Happy with the amount of
taxes you pay?
Think we've created enough jobs?
If you said No to any of the above,
Vote Change This Year, vote

Scott R. McCarty
for State Rep

The McCarty Committee, Dr. Mike Zichar, Chair. 29834 Lime City Rd.,
Perrysburg, OH 43551

Cedarl\>ort

SWm
CHRIS ROLLINS
SOPHOMORE

"Is it really the STD
capital of the world?"

THE OHIO BOBCAT
STATUE

"Do you guys have
a Falcon statue?
If so, is she single?"

Three BIG Days
FAMOUS NAME BRAND
CLOTHING LIQUIDATION SALE!

SAVE

40*-80*

BELOW
STORE
PRICES

OCTOBER 25, 26, 27
* Logo Fleece
* Low-Rise Denim
* Cashmere Sweaters
* Fun & Sexy Designer Tops
* Juniors Corduroy Jeans
* Short Skirts
* Outerwear

CX&»
&*N*N4

STAK.S

Sale Dates:
October 25, 26, 27
10 a.m.-7 p.i
Location:
Bowen Thompson
Student Union
1
Multi-Purpose Room

SUMMER SEASON

2 0 0 5

AUDITIONS
^Technical
Interviews
-

ENTERTAINMENT

For information:
419-6272390

* Tons of all new, fresh fashions
* Try-on rooms
* Many brands we can't advertise

LOOK OUT
A

NIFP1I

KIND

Of

OUTLET

919-286-2246 * www.lookoulcasuals.com

Bring in this i|AO/ ^%|B|E any single item.
| flyer & receive^£^£ /0 ^ff Limit one per customer.
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www.bgnews.com/opinion

QUOTEI'NQIWK
"We have no excuses."
NeM fcrk Yankees third Ixiscnun Alex Rodriguez,alter losing the AnK'rican
I vague Championship Scries lo the Boslon Red Sox.
INwtakMrNnni)

WIliK KDITOniAL

UNIVERSITY OI; NTTSM'IUHI

OPINION

Alabama's racist law almost gone
The November election will
decide many things Who the
president will be, and whether
segregation will still IK- legal In
Alabama
Yes, you read dial riglit
— because of an old lim Crow
law Has never taken off the
liooks, segregated classrooms
are not illegal in Alabama. In fact,
the law mandates that white and
non-white children be segregated into different classrooms.
This should be easy enough to
tix. (lov Bob Hiley supports a hill

YOU DECIDE
What do you think? Let us
know. Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post
feeback on our web site.
that if passed, would amend the
state constitution to
eliminate such racist language.
So no problem, right?
Enter everybody's favorite
former Alabama chief justice,

Roy "I want to plaster the Ten
Commandments to the state
judicial building" Moore, who's
spoken out against this
amendment.
Moore is recently infamous for
trying to install a two-ton
granite slab inscribed widi the
10 simple niles for being good
and being denied a review by the
U.S. Supreme Court.
1 le said that he opposes such
an amendment because it's
actually a backdoor tax hike,
saying that he fears the amend-

racist and no-separation-ofchurch-and-state demographics.
This whole affair is like a trip
in the Wayback Machine to 1896,
when Plessy v. Ferguson was
handed down, starting Jim Crow
laws, and leg-of-mutton sleeves
were all the rage.
legalized segregation is over.
I his Alabama law isn't effective
or enforceable because of a little
Supreme Court ruling called
Brown v. Board of Education.
But, sadly, it's taken a long
time to purge such laws from the

ment might invalidate a 2002
state Supreme Court decision
that invalidated a 1993 decision
concerning equal funding for
schools. Whew.
Of course, given his record
for not winning at legal battles,
few people are taking Moore
seriously these days. Except, of
course, some of the fine folks in
Alabama, who're encouraging
Moore to run against Hiley in the
Republican gubernatorial
primaries in two years.
Well, we know he'll get the

books. Alabama only repealed its
law banning interracial marriage
in 2000, with 40 percent of its
voters opposing its repeal.
The choice here is obvious:
Voters in Alabama should shut
their ears to Moore's accusations
and repeal this law. (And why is
it that politicians who oppose
something always scream "tax
hike"?) It's time to get out of the
past, Alabama, and accept the
fact that diversity — jumbled,
wild, confusing, wonderful stewpot that it is — is here to stay.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
'Slave* reference not
appropriate for article

LSU involvement left out
of dress code news story

In the Friday, edition of the BG News, there was
an article written in the Pulse section describing our
annual I ove Auction event. There were two obvious
mistakes in this article, and we believe apologies are
in order for each of them,
1. Hie title erroneously states "IX'lta Sigma Phi
holds a love auction for charities". This is incorrect
lor one obvious reason: we arc NOT Delta Sigma
Phi We are I )elta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated.
2. The verj first sentence in this article (written by
\ichole Rominski] stales. I low would you like to
win a slave man or woman for the night?"
In no way, shape or form is diis annual event a
"slave" auction. We are appalled and disappointed
by the use of that term so freely, specifically as the
opening line of this article to be read by the entire
Bowling Green Community. This event is not a
"slave" action, but an event that raises money for
several local charities. We have been doing this event
for six years, all of them which were very
successful and have raised counUess numbers of
dollars to help those in need.
My organization was founded in 1913 on the
principles of sisterhood, scholarship and service. We
are very aware of the needs of the community and
try to help those in need wherever possible. We have
done nothing but positive events/programs on diis
campus which are all open to die entire campus
community, so it is with great pain and disappointment that I write this letter demanding an apology.
Our name has been wrongfully used and one of our
annual events has been slandered in the eyes of the
entire community. This is unacceptable.
Terra Boysaw spoke with Ms Rominski on
Thursday evening and described the event in great
detail. The rest of the details included in the article
were accurate and of good taste. Where did Ms.
Rominski and her editors get the audacity to use
the term "slave man or woman for the night," when
those words never came out of Terea's mouth? It is
the responsibility of not only die reporters, but also
the editors to make sure that everything that is
printed is appropriate and within the necessary
societal limits. This was not done with the Friday
edition of the BG News/Pulse.
. Furthermore, I respect the whole idea of creative
writing and making the article interesting and
easy to read, but the writer and editors lacked tact,
respect and plain common sense when choosing
their words. I am not writing this to go into the
history and inappropriateness of slavery, as we are
all educated human beings. However, 1 am
writing this to demand an apology on the basis of
our name and event being wrongfully publicized
and the painful use of the term "slave man or
woman" being used in conjunction with a historically African American women's organization, that
was founded on public service.
On behalf of the Epsilon Omicron chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated, I am
demanding an apology.

I would like to express my displeasure with the
article written in Fridays paper about the BSU
meeting on Thursday, entitled "BSU discusses club
dress codes."
Not only, was the caption wrong that said licrney
Bates was a student — when in fact he is a faculty
member — but also die Latino Student Union was
left out as being an active part of this discussion and
a representative towards the further development of
this issue.
While IMJ commends and is excited for the Black
Student Union and their steps towards making a
change, this is an issue die latino Student Union
has been openly concerned about since last year.
in fact, l-SU's political action committee has
documentation and research that was and will be
shared with the other organizations dealing with
this exact issue.
1 find it exceptionally insulting the Reporter for
this article failed to make mention of the fact that
LSU supports and is contributing to this. Especially
considering that 1 myself, President of the Latino
Student Union was present and spoke at the
meeting last night.
As well 1 know that it was repeatedly mentioned of
our involvement by the executive board of BSU.
For all of die following reasons, I am very
dissatisfied and frustrated with the BG News and the
reporter responsible for this article.

CHAYNAE MOORE
PRESIDES!: DELIA SIGMA THETA SORORITY

Looking for People on
the Street?
Turn to Page 3.

CARRIE WHITAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Howling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews^bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

RAQUEL COLON
PRESIDENT, LATINO STUDENT UNION

Parallel exists between
'9/1T airings, Halloween
As you may notice the cable channels in the
dorms are showing "Fahrenheit 9/11." You also may
notice that UAO has sponsored the screening of
"Fahrenheit 9/11" on Halloween weekend. I know
I lalloween is when people trick or treat and people
scare the hell out of you.
Well this movie is definitely a trick and it's
scaring the hell out of me. I am scared to hear that
students may actually come out of the theater
believing this garbage. Is it a coincidence that
they are showing it near Halloween? Despite
the UAO Halloween scare tactics, No! What's
two days after Halloween? Election Day. I find
it outrageous that we are paying for propaganda and lies that just might sway an ignorant
student's vote who may believe that "Fahrenheit
9/11" is actually truth. 1 find it outrageous that our
University's beliefs in "equal access to accurate
information, including judicious selection of
relevant materials" is not followed judiciously by
showing this propaganda on TV in dorms and in
the union theater four times this week.
Where is this "equal access to accurate information" on the other side? You won't find it on the
University's agenda, or UAO's movie schedule.
Rather you'll find it independendy done, free of
university cost on Wednesday night at 7 p.m. If you
want to see the real tmth behind Moore's cut and
paste mockumentary, then go see former Clinton
Advisor, Dick Morris's FarhenHYPE 9/11 this
Wednesday night in the union theater.

MONIKA WINKLER
STUDENT
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Web site just posts party pictures
If you haven't heard bj
now. a Web site featuring
pictures of Bowling (licen
students drinking and partying
hits caught the eve of the CBS
Toledo WT< 11. Druiikl-nlcnns.
com is a Web site dedicated to
capturing the memories of the
drunken nights, so you can see
them in the morning even if
you can't remember them.
If you haven't seen the
newscast you can go to
Drunklalcons.coni to view it.
There were a few discrepancies 1 found in the newscast
and felt that it needed some
addressing.
First off I would like to make
clear that I found over a dozen
other sites from other universities just like this one, as well
as other ones here in Bowling
Green. It is not unique for any
school to have sites like this,
however CBS Toledo is treating
it as such and is tarnishing the
good name here at BG.
During the broadcast, Dr.
Terry Rentner said this Web
site is portraying partying in a
dangerous light. A dangerous
light? That seems a little harsh,
unless pictures of people
drinking are considered
portraying partying in a
dangerous light.
I could see if the Web site
focused on single individuals
being photographed drinking
10 beers in a row. But all I saw
on the site was individuals
bunging a beer or a beer in
their hand making some funny
poses. As a matter of fact a lot
of the pictures I found show
no alcoholic beverages being
portrayed at all.
If this is portraying partying
in a dangerous light, I'd like to
know what partying in a posi-

better, and all we have to do is
take away a Web site. I wonder
how she would solve other
problems facing this
Perhaps by taking
# Opinion Columnist country.
away images of people getting
live light is. Perhaps it is a gath- killed on die nightly news, we
could then get rid of all crime.
ering of people sitting around
To be honest I am more
drinking some pop and getting
disgusted that this news got
high off of pixy sticks, because
covered over the thousands
we all know how much of a
and probably millions of other
rush that can be.
problems diat our nation is
The good doctor also said
facing. Reports of Web sites
that the Web site is portraying
showing college students
all college students as binge
drinking — is this what our
drinkers, however 1 could not
standard of news has fallen to?
find anywhere in the web site
I think someone at CBS
where it said this As a matter
Toledo has been getting a little
of fact after the newscast was
lazy if this is die most
aired there was a disclaimer
newsworthy event that they
saying how dangerous binge
could find facing this
drinking is. Showing dial the
community, state, or nation.
webmasters of this site are
What gets me the most
responsible individuals but
didn't think anyone would take is that Dr. Rentner and the
reporters make it sound as if
this in the wrong light, and
we have no minds of our own
when some ignorant people
and cannot judge for ourselves
found the site they assumed
what this Web site is saying or
the worse and ran with it
better yet, what its not saying.
Dr. Rentner also said that
Anytime the media gets
the site is giving false percepahold of something—
tions and glorifying binge
whether visual or audio — that
drinking. However the people
may be a little provocative,
that are going to these sites are
someone always takes it upon
not going on to do research
themselves to tell us how
about binge drinking, and if
this should or should not be
they are I suggest they find
viewed, as if we can not make
another means of research.
Those that go to DrunkFalcons. an educated decision for
ourselves.
com are merely going to it to
I just hope next time somesee pictures of themselves
thing like this gets covered
or friends, or just to browse
— because it will — the people
through and check it out.
doing the report have a little
Dr. Rentner further
more confidence in the youth.
explained that by eliminating
We can make educated deciWeb sites like these and taking
sions for ourselves instead of
away this perception, students
placing the blame on scapewill do better in school and
goats like Web sites.
live healthier lives. Wow — I
E-mail Steve with comments
didn't know it was that simple
at stetvbs@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
to do better in school and live

STEVE
SCHLESSMAN

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These arc usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Howling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.
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;
;
;
!
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!
;
;
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Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be inducted lor verification
purposes, ftrsonal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thencws(®bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor" or "Guest Column.''Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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SECOND IN A FOUR-PART SERIES

PART TWO: EDUCATION

Kerry: Students need help Bush: No Child Left Behind
with cost of college tuition helps US. compete globally
AMANDA
DLUGIEWICZ
Guest Columnist
If you are a daily reader of
the BG News, or just
happened to pick up a copy
today, education is undoubtedly a priority in your life or
the life of someone you love.
For those who are going to be
educators, the "No Child Left
Behind" act is a focus.
For most of us, the quickly
rising cost of a college education is our main concern. The
future of our county, however, is
ihe heart of the issue.
The lack of support for
education from the Bush
Administration doesn't start at
the elementary level. It starts
from the time children are old
enough to start learning the
alphabet.
Bush's 2005 budget freezes
enrollment in I lead Start
programs. This means thousands of children who aren't
enrolled in Head Stan right now
never will be. His budget also
eliminates the Even Start
program that encourages young
children and parents to read
together at home. Even Laura
Bush promotes family literacy
programs as "the front lines of
the battle against illiteracy."
But it doesn't stop there,
In case you've been living
under a rock the past few years,
according to the Department
of Education, No Child Left
Behind was a historical
education reform based on
stronger accountability for
results, more freedom for states
and communities, encouraging
proven education materials,
and more choices for parents.
The theory behind the
program is one to be applaud-

ed. Who doesn't want to
improve schools?
However, No Child Left
Behind has been labeled an
unfunded mandate. While
funding to the Department of
Education has increased 58
percent in the first three years
under Bush, it is nowhere
near what it needs to be. The
National Educators Association
has said that funding is still $7
billion (with a B) below what
was envisioned to fully
implement No Child Left
Behind. In the state of Ohio, the
estimated cost of compliance is
$149 million.
Last year, the federal
government provided our state
government with about $2
million. The missing $147
million was recouped from
local school boards and other
areas of the state budget,
including higher education.
Both lohn Kerry and George
Bush went to Yale. I am one of
the 65 percent of BGSU
students who rely on financial
aid, and would never have been
able to attend Yale.
How can we realistically
expect these two men of
privilege to know what it is
like to work 25 hours a week
in addition to classes, or to eat
ramen noodles every day just to
survive?
Well, George Bush got his
chance to show diat he knew
our struggles, and to put it
bluntly, he failed.
While it is impossible and
illogical to blame Bush for the
average 35 percent increase
in college tuition the past four
years, he is not completely
at fault. On average, half of
Americans who start college
never graduate. In fact at least
200,000 students have been
priced out already.
How has Bush contributed

to this startling statistic? In his
2000 campaign, George Bush
promised to increase the
maximum Pell Grant to $5,100.
In the past four years, that
hasn't happened.
He is proposing to eliminate
the LEAP program, which
provided more than a billion
dollars in federal and state aid
to those who need it. Bush
is also cutting $10 million in
Perkins Loans
In an effort to help students
afford college, lohn Kerry is
proposing a $4,000 student tax
credit each year for four years.
Also, basing the loan interest
rate on the current markets
instead of the government can
reduce the interest rates for
student loans.
He has also proposed to
simplify' the Free Application
For Student Aid (FAFSA) form.
There are more questions to fill
out the FAFSA than to get a $2
million business loan.
To continue on with the
problems created by the Bush
Administration in education would be to subject you
to many more facts that are
unnecessary if you just look at
your Bursar bill.
As mentioned before, the
crisis in higher education funding is not solely the problem of
the President or the national
government, for that matter.
The Ohio Legislature is the
body that puts the 9 to 9.9 percent increase cap on our tuition
every year. Senator Gardner
and Representative Lana from
Wood County have overseen
every one of those increases
over the past four years.
In eight days, remember
to vote for the future; not just
yours and mine, but all those
who have yet to know the joy of
midterms

Editor's note: In the weeks leading up to the presidential election,
Matt and Amanda will write opposing views on issues pertinent to
the election. Read Part Three, which will discuss the economy, and
Part Four, which will debate the war on terror.
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Draft would include
all, even rich citizens
lately there has been a great deal of talk
about the United States being forced to have
a draft if our foreign policy continues down
its current path.
And 1 say, bring it on.

I think a universal military draft is a great
idea Currently, wars in this nation are fought
by the lower class. Those who join ROTC are
typically those who cannot afford to pay for
school otherwise. Yet, it's the richest of the
rich who decides when and where we go to
war. This system works well. Poor people
fight and die, yet the rich go fairly unaffected.
However, with a mandatory draft in place,
upper class kids could be thrown in the mix.
1 think parents would think differently before
supporting a war when it could be their kids
who could be going. Even members of

MATTHEW
CLARK

Guest Columnist
A degree is about to
become a lot more
important.
Unskilled American
laborers cannot compete in a
world where companies
outsource their labor to other
countries. Outsourcing is here
to stay, because the American
workforce is not capable of
producing say. I.evi's leans, as
quickly or as cheaply as workers
in other countries.
Levi's cut its manufacturing
costs substantially by having
workers outside of the U.S. sew
its denim and rivets. The government can do nothing to prevent
any firm, including Levi's, from
maximizing profit and this
means fewer unskilled labor jobs
in the U.S. permanently.
I lowever, the Levi's brand is a
product of the U.S., and
degree-holding American citizens are the ones selling those
world-renowned pants. No other
jeans company in the world can
compete with the marketing
powerhouse that is Levi's.
If Levi's decided to give those
manufacturing jobs back to U.S.
citizens their costs would go up.
They would have to fire those
marketers. That, in theory, would
mean fewer jeans sold. Why
should 1-evi's bring less money
into the U.S., into our hands,
specifically to keep its
manufacturing domestic?
So, the global economy—
whether lohn Kerry's subsidies
and tariffs waste our money trying to stop it or not — is draining
the non-skilled jobs from our
country and creating a greater
need for degree-holding laborers. But if Levife could hire better
marketers, then they would sell
more jeans and be able to hire
even more marketers.
Thankfully, Bush has been
combating this problem by
improving the workforce since
his first week in office, when

he submitted the No Child Left
Behind Act (NCLB) to congress.
NCLB is the most significant
change to federal education
policy since 1965. Because of this
legislation, schools are required
—- for the first time — to close
the achievement gap between
different socio-economic groups.
If a school does not perform as
expected, it must reform and
must allow parents to transfer
their child to a more competent
educational facility.
Even though Bush sent record
levels of funding with NCLB,
more is needed. Bush plans to
expand with his 2005 budget,
including $1 billion more in Title
I funding and $1 billion more in
special education funding. A 49
percent increase in education
funding since 2001.
But people still tell me that
NCLB is desperately short on
funds. Oh really? Tell that to
the parents of Cincinnati sixth
graders, who saw their children's
math scores improve 17 percent
last year. They should also talk
with parents of fourth grade
children in every other urban
school district in America who
saw their children's reading
scores improve by 4.9 percent
and math scores by 6.8 percent.
NCLB ensuring that students
have the skills needed to succeed
in higher education is one thing,
but ensuring they can afford that
degree is another issue. I Uglier
education is die most important
step in ensuring that a competitive global workforce exists in the
U.S. and Bush has done more
than any other president to
make sure it is affordable for all.
Bush's 2005 budget includes
$73 billion for financial aid,

which is a record amount and a
55 percent increase since 2001.
1 lis financial aid will make
college affordable for 10.3
million students.
Out of those funds, $12.9
billion is for Enhanced I'ell
Grants. This will raise the
maximum award to $5,050, but
only if the applicant took a rigorous course load in high school.
Students going the vocational
route for high school will also see
improvements when Bush is reelected. His new budget includes
$1 billion for the Perkins
Vocational Education Program.
Also, through Bush's Reading
liisi programs, $1.8 billion has
provided training and materials
for literacy educators. NCLB has
sent $200 million for early
childhood reading efforts and
the President's new Head Stan
program will consolidate
funding from other early
childhood programs and train
parents in literacy instruction.
The President's Striving Readers
initiative takes aim at high
school illiteracy.
Both candidates have big
promises. But which one should
you believe?
I do not believe the one who
proposes a $4,000 student tax
credit, even after voting against
expanded education savings
accounts that would have
provided for a $4 billion tax
break — six times! Not the
candidate who missed 292
senate votes last year, including
24 education voles and three
votes affecting issues he says he
promotes in his campaign.
I believe the one who is
consistent, decisive and
experienced — Bush.

...to something beautiful.

congress, and Bush's daughters could be
thrown into combat. I'd like to see how firm
diose in the College Republicans would
stand when their draft number comes up.
It's easy to support a rampant foreign
policy when you know you'll never be the
one shooting the gun or taking the bullet.
With a Odraft in place, things would be
different.
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GOLF: PALMER OUTLASTS SINGH TO WIN FUNAI CLASSIC. PAGE 8

BG SPORTS

MEN'S SOCCER
Thursday

MONDAY

Against IPFW at home, 3 p.m.

October 25,
2004

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Thursday
At Toledo, 3 p.m.

Saturday

At Wright State, 7 p.m.

www.bgnews.com/sports

SWIMMING
Thursday

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

At Ohio State, 4 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL
Friday
Against WMU, 7 p.m.

CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday

Football takes fourth
straight over OU,41-

FOOTBALL
Saturday

Falcons' offense has
huge day en route to
huge road victory.

Saturday
Against EMU, 3 p.m.

HOCKEY
Friday
Against Lake Superior, 7:05 p.m.

Saturday

Against Lake Superior, 2:35 p.m.

At MAC ■ championships in
Toledo, 11 a.m.

Against EMU. 6 p.m.

Jacobs
is cream
ofcrop
in MAC

m

ELLIOTT
SCHREINER
Old Blue Eyes

A week after declaring Bowling
Green and Toledo the best
teams in Ohio, it would seem
only fit to declare that the
best quarterbacks in the MidAmerican Conference to be BG's
Omar Jacobs and LTT's
Bruce Gradkowski.
Both quarterbacks have taken
different roads to their
successful seasons.
Gradkowski, a 6-2,210 pound
junior is coming off an
impressive 2003 campaign that
saw him complete 71 percent
of hLs passes while throwing for
3,238 yards and 29 touchdowns.
Coming into the 2004 season,
he was viewed by many as the
top quarterback in the
Mid-American Conference.
Jacobs, on the other hand,
had to wait out his 2003 season
sitting behind Josh Harris, one
of the finest players in BG
history.
Jacobs made the best of
his cliances late in blowouts
last year, completing 19-of-28
JACOBS, PAGE 9

Kicker boots careerbest 52-yarder to give
BG hdfrirne boost.

By Adam Hritzak
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

With the challenge of facing the
top-ranked overall defense in
the Mid-American Conference,
the Bowling Green State
University football team more
than stood up to the task.
The Falcon offense totaled
481 yards en route to a 41-16
victory over Ohio University
in Peden Stadium, improving
their overall record to 5-2 and
3-1 in the MAC.
Quaterback Omar Jacobs
had 300 yards passing at
halftime. giving BG a 27-9 lead.
Jacobs scored the first points
of the game with a one-yard
touchdown run in the first
quarter, capping off a 15 play,
71-yard drive.
" (We wanted) to come out and
drive down the field," Jacobs
said. "We let them know off the
jump that we came to play ball."
BG had success all day
passing on the OU secondary.
Jacobs spread the ball around
to his receivers, connecting with
four receivers at least five rimes.
Steve Sanders continued his
strong play, catching 9 passes
for 185, both career highs.
"Steve has a knack for
finding seams in coverages,"
said BG head coach Gregg
Brandon. "(OU) played a
lot of zone ... and there were
seams there."
"Steve right now is getting
open (and) making plays," said
Jacobs, who finished the game
28 of 44 with a career-high
389 yards passing and three
touchdowns (one rushing).
Charles Sharon had six
catches for 69 yards and a
three-yard touchdown reception. Cornelius McGrady tied a
career-high with six receptions,
gaining 57 yards, and Cole
Magner had five catches for
56 yards, including a 16-yard
TD reception.
"Everybody's making plays

By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

BenSwan|«r BGNfws

ROLLING: Bowling Green tight end Todd DiBacco makes a 14-yard reception in the second quarter against
Ohio Saturday. DiBacco and the Falcons rolled to a 41-16 win over the Bobcats

and we're on a roll right now,"
Jacobs said.
BG did not rum the ball over,
which allowed their offense to
continuously run up and down
the field. The Bobcat defense
came in to the game tops in the
MACfbrcing21 turnovers, 11 of
those coming by interceptions.
"We're doing a great job taking
care of the football," Brandon
said." (Not turning the ball over)
was huge."

BG's defense is playing more strangled them."
consistent over the last four
"We always talk about playweeks and kept OU in check for ing together as a team ... today
most of the game. The Bobcats we came together," said linemanaged only 265 total yards backer Daniel Sayles, who
and did not score a touchdown had four tackles and a sack
until the fourth quarter when "(We said) 'If we can win this
the game was already decided.
game, the defense is going to
"It was a great effort by our have to win it', so we just came
defense," Brandon said. "(OU's out there and smacked them."
offense) never really did
Magner's touchdown was
get anything going on us. I
thought our defense really
FOOTBALL, PAGE 9

Geveland falls to Philly in overtime
David Akers 50-yard
field goal wins it for
Eagles in extra frame.
ByTomWrthers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The only sign that Terrell Owens
didn't have an issue with was the
scoreboard.
David Akers kicked a 50yard field goal in overtime and
Donovan McNabb matched a
career high with four touchdown
passes—two to Owens — as the
Philadelphia Eagles remained
unbeaten with a 34-31 win over
the Cleveland Browns yesterday.
Akers' kick barely cleared the
crossbar in front of Geveland's
Dawg Pound with 5:02
remaining in OT as the Eagles
(6-0) continued their best start
since 1981.
They survived their stiffest test by far this season from
the Browns (3-4), who made as
many big plays as the Eagles and
got a favorable call in the fourth
quarter to force OT.
McNabb finished 28-of-43
for 376 yards, but set up Akers'
game-winner with a 28-yard
run.
Owens, whose feud with
Browns quarterback Jeff Garcia
— his former San Francisco

teammate — dominated
the pregame hype, had four
catches for 109 yards. He scored
two TDs in the first half, and
after each one, the controversial Owens, who has eight TD
catches already this season, took
exception with signs hanging in
the stadium directed at turn.
The brash wideout, who
came out for pregame warmups
escorted by security personnel
and was the last Eagle to take
the field after introductions,
caught a 39-yard TD pass to give
Philadelphia a 14-7 lead.
He celebrated by spiking the
ball off a sign saying "TO has
BO."
In the second quarter, Owens
got behind cornerback Anthony
Henry for an easy 40-yard TD
reception to make it 21-10. This
time, he ripped another sign
targeting him off the wall and
was flagged for excessive
celebration.
Garcia went 21-for-36 with
236 yards and tied the game
at 31 with 30 seconds to go in
regulation on a 4-yard run.
That came after a questionable roughing call against Eagles
safety Brian Dawkins, who was
flagged on a fourth-and-7 play
despite making minimal contact
BROWNS, PAGE 8

Suisham
gives
Falcons'
'(y a boost

By Joe Kay

ToayDtlak APPIrato

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS
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Johnson and Bailey
will face off tonight
THE ASSOCIAIEO PRESS

FOR THE WIN: Eagles' kicker David Akers kicks a 50-yard field goal
in overtime to beat the Browns yesterday, 34-31.

With Omar Jacobs at quarterback,
the Bowling Green football team
has one of the best players In
the Mid-American Conference
under center.
Add in a receiving corns that
features Steve Sanders, Charles
Sharon and Cole Magnet and
the Falcons have what is prob
ably the best receiving corps in
the league.
Their running game isn't too
shabby either, as P.J. Pope and B.J.
Lane normally have no problems
running through defenses thanks
to one of the more talented lines
in the MAC.
.Asking for anything move from
an offense that already scores
41 points per game would be
greedy. Right?
But with kicker Shaun Suisham.
the Falcons have yet one
more option to help them put
up points.
The senior is number one alltime in the school's history for
points scored and continues to
impressteveryonc with his strong
right leg.
Suisham has regularly kicked
touchbacks this season and this
past Saturday against Ohio, did
something he had never done
before and that was kick a 52yard field goal.
With just three seconds left in
the first half and a 24-9 lead, the
Falcons figured they could call
on Suisham to give them a few
more points heading into the
locker room.
"He had a litde breeze behind
him," BG head coach Gregg
Brandon said. "I knew he could
kick it."
Just to make sure the shut
would be a tough one for the
senior, Ohio called their final two
timeouts to try to ice Suisham.
"I'm confident as far as time
outs through practice and proper

Chad Johnson leaned toward the
tape recorders, ready to make
another prediction.
"Do you want to hear one?"
he said.
The Cincinnati Bengals'
chatty receiver paused a second
for drama, then shook his head.
"Naw. I'm going to keep it quiet
this week" he said. "Next week I'll
be back to my old self."
No teasing with antacids,
no take-it-to-the-bank boasts.
Leading up to the Bengals' first
Monday night game in a dozen
years, the gifted receiver with an
affinity for the spotlight decided
to keep it strictly low-watt.
Some of it has to do with his
horrible performance in his last
game. Some of it might also have
to do with what's in store when
the Bengals (1 -4) play the Denver
Broncos (5-1), a game more
intriguing for its subplots.
This one tops the list: Champ
Bailey covering Chad Johnson.
Champ vs. Chad. Pro Bowler
vs. Pro Bowler. Shutdown comerback vs. the receiver who never
shuts up
"He's got everything," Johnson
said of Bailey, admiringly.

He doesn't give such compliments readily. This one comes
from personal experience.
Johnson and Bailey were
among the NFL players who
worked out with cornerhack
Deion Sanders in the offseason.
learning a few tricks from the
master. They also learned a few
things about each other.
Johnson found out that Bailey,
a four-time Pro Bowl cornerback
obtained by the Broncos In an
offseason trade, deserves all of
the accolades, lies strong and
fast and tough to fool.
"I'm not going to see anything
1 haven't seen before," Johnson
said.
Bailey learned a thing or two
about Johnson, who's big and fast
and tough to silence.
"I think that's just his personality," Bailey said. "He loves to
have fun. I've been around him. I
know what type of guy he is"
Johnson's teammates saw a
different side of him last week.
Known for predicting victories and tweaking opponents.
Johnson was humbled by
perhaps his worst overall game in
four NFL seasons last Sunday I le
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Palmer's stretch run
wins him Funai Classic
his hands and hugged his wife,
lennifer, when he realized no one
else could catch him,
Not since Ihe PCiA Tour began
keeping records in 1970 has
there been five rookie winners in
one year. The others were Todd
Hamilton, Zach Johnson, Vaughn
Taylor and Andre Stolz.
No one could have guessed
Palmer would join them. I le was
among 20 guys within five shots
of the lead, but arrived at Disney
with only one top 10 on the PGA
Tour.
It changed quickly. After a 25foot birdieon the first hole, Palmer
started stuffing his approach
shots by the pin and joined Baird
and Lehman al 17 under before
they reached die first lee. And
when the 54-hole leaders didn't
light up the Magnolia course,
Palmer left diem in his wake
First came a wedge on the
par-5 14th that stopped 3 feet
away for birdie and the outright
lead. His chip on die 15th gave
him a small cushion, and Palmer
poured it on. Another approach
on the 16th stopped 2 feet away
for birdie, but the real shock was
on the 17th.
From a spot where Ernie
Els once putted off the green,
Palmer's 45-foot putt rammed
into the back of the cup for a
birdie. He raised both arms
and lowered them on his head,
realizing this could be his weekDivots: Charies Howell 111 shol
70 and tied for 62nd, leaving him
about $36,000 short of No. 30
on the money list with only one
tournament left to qualify for the
Tour Championship. Howell concedes this has not been a good
year, but he still is 33rd on die
money list. "If my bad year is
where 1 am right now, I'll be just
fine," he said. "I'm still working
as hard as I absolutely can to
play the best golf I can."... Both
tournaments in Orlando featured
great comebacks by west Texans.
Chad Campbell rallied from a
four-shut deficit to win the Bay
Hill Invitational.

By Doug Ferguson
IH( ASSOCIATED PBfSS

Arnold Palmer couldn't have
done ii much better

With .i yesterday charge dud
would have made his namesake
proud, Ryan Palmer birdled four
straight holes down the stretch
ami dosed with a 10-under62 to
win the Funai (lassie at Disney
by three shots over Yijay Singh
and Brinj Baird
Palmer became the fifth PGA
lour rookie in win ihisyear.
"What a feeling," Palmer said.
"I knew I could play. It was a
matter of proving it to myself."
Not many paid attention to
Palmer - no relation to the King
when lie started the final round
five shois mil of the lead. No one
could slop him at the end of the
daj at DisneyWforld, not even the
No. I player ill ihe world.
Along with two tap-in
birdies set up by flawless iron
play. Palmer chipped in from 40
feet on the 15th hole and made a
i i fool birdie on No. 17 that
would have gone some 12 feet
pasi the hole ii ii didn't catch the
back of the cup
I lis 62 was the lowest closing
round by a winner on the ItiA
lour since Phil Taiaurangi had
a 62 in Las Vfegas two years ago,
and it tied the Disney record
previously held by Duffv Waldorf
12000) anil John Huston (1992).
The 28-year-old texan finished
ai 22-under 266 and earned
$756,000 for his first PGA Tour
victory. Ii allows him to play die
Chrysler Championship next
week in Tampa, where he might
be able to sew up a spot in the
Masters by finishing in the top40
on the money list
singh, trying to win his fourth
straight PGA Tour event, was
relentless as ever. I le made three
birdies to get within two shots of
the lead with four holes to play,
but his aggressive play cosi him
Ihe 11-year-old Fijian hit
driver on the 16th and found a
fairway bunker, a tough spot to
get the ball close. His approach

Scolt Audatte AP Photo

THE WINNER: PGA Tour rookie Ryan Palmer tees off at yesterday's Funai
Classic. Palmer won the event with a 20-under-par 266.

was 50 feet beyond the pin, and
he three-putted for bogey to end
his chances,
Singh closed with a 67 to
earn $369,600 and now has over
$9.8 million. He needs to earn
$174,834 over the final two weeks
to become golf's first $10 million
man.
"I played well," Singh said. "My
game is coming hack. I'm in thai
mood again, so I'll lie OK. Ryan
played well, and you car/1 lake a
good round away."
Baird, who shared the lead
with Tom Lehman going into
the final round, made a 15-foot
birdie on die par-5 14th to get
w i 111 i ii two shotsof Palmer. I le was
the last man who had a chance
to calch him, but like Singh, his
chances ended on the 16th when
he missed die fairway to the right
and lliiec-puttcd from long range
to make bogey.
Baird shot 70 and joined Singh
at 269.
Lehman had at least a share
of ihe 54-holc lead for the third

Straight week and got the same
result — nut enough birdies, the
victim of someone else's great
charge. He shot 72 and tied for
sixth.
Palmer wasn't the only big
winner Sunday.
Mark ( nkavecchia, at No. 129
on the money list and in danger
c il losing his PGA Tour card for the
first time since 1985. birdied four
straight holes to start his back
nine and shol 69. He also tied
for sixtii and earned $135,975 to
secure his job for next season.
Cameron Beckman was among
four players tied for the lead at
one point. 1 le shol 69 and lied for
fourth, his best finish of year and
enough money ($184,800) to get
off the bubble at No. 123 on the
money list and secure his card.
Billy Andradc was at No. 126 and
shot 66 to tie for 16th. He should
be safe in the top 125.
Still, the biggest prize — in this
case, a bronze trophy of Mickey,
Goofy and Pluto — went to
Palmer. He covered his face in

Plane crashes en route to NASCAR event
airport
about
12:30
p.m., said Arlene Murray,
A plane owned by the I lendrick spokeswoman for the Federal
Motorsports
organization Aviation Administration.
Virginia State Police Sgt.
crashed yesterday on its way to a
NASCAR race, killing all 10 people Michael Bailey said crews could
not immediately teach the crash
aboard, federal officials said.
1 light passengers and two pilots site because of the rough terrain.
NTSB spokesman
Keith
died in the crash, a spokesman
with the National Transportation I lolloway said investigators were
on their way to the crash she but
Safety Board said.
A spokesman for a funeral could not begin their examinahome where the bodies were tion until today.
I lendrick owns the teams of Jeff
being taken said the dead
included the son, brother and Gordon. Jimmie Johnson, Terry
two nieces of Rick llendrick, Labonte and Brian Vickers, who
Owner of llendrick Motorsports, competed in Sunday's Subway
one of the most successful teams 500 in die Nextel Cup Series at
Martinsville Speedway.
in NASCAR history.
NASCMi had spoken with Rick
The Beech 2(H)'took off from
Concord, N.G, and crashed in the I lendrick, NASCAR spokesman
Bull Mountain area about seven )im I lunter said.
"We're just saying extra prayers
miles west of the Martinsville
By Hank Kurz lr.

IHf ASSOCIATED PRESS

right now,'Hunter said.
I larry Litten, manager Moody
Funeral Service in Stuart, said the
state police had given him this
list of those on the plane:
Ricky Hendrick, Rickllcndrick's
son and a retired NASCAR driver;
John llendrick, Rick llendrick's
brother and president of die
organization; Kimberly and
Jennifer
Hendrick,
John
I lendrick's twin daughters; Joe
Jackson; Jeff Turner, Randy
Dorton, the team's chief engine
builder; Scott Latham, a pilot for
NASCAR driver Tony Stewart;
and pilots Dick Tracy and Iiz
Morrison.
NASCAR learned of the
plane's disappearance during the race and withheld the
information from die Hendrick
drivers until afterward, Hunter

Grand Opening

said. All the I lendrick drivers wi u
summoned to the NASCAR
hauler immediately after the race
and lohnson, who won the race,
was excused from Victory Lane.
Hendrick had been on a
season-long celebration of its
20th anniversary in NASCAR's
top series. The organization has
won five of the scries' top titles,
three truck series tides, and one
Busch series crown.
The team has over 100 Cup
series wins, making Hendrick
just the second team owner in
NASCAR's modem era to surpass
that marie
llendrick employs more
than 400 workers at the
Charlotte-based Motorsports
compound, which includes race
shops and a 15,000-square-foot
museum and team store.
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CELEBRATION: Jimmie Johnson celebrates yesterday's win at
Martinsville by doing a burnout at the finish line.

Johnson wins his
sixth race of year
By Hank Kurz Jr.
IHl ASSOCIAUD PRESS

Jimmie Johnson's series-high
sixth victory of the season
Sunday was tempered by word
that a plane carrying members
of the Hendrick Motorsports
organization was missing.
NASCAR officials informed
lohnson and three other
llendrick drivers that a plane
carrying members of the
organization had disappeared
en route to the race. Johnson
was excused from Victory Lane.
NASCAR said no other details
about who was on the plane,
where it disappeared or what
may have preceded the loss
of contact were immediately
available.
"We're working very closely
with members of the I lendrick
organization,"
NASCAR
spokesman )im Hunter said.
"We're just saying extra prayers
right now."
Hunter said the federal
Aviation
Administration
notified
the
National
Transportation
Safety
Board,
and
"they're
investigating to see what might
have happened or what has
happened."
In Sunday's Subway 500 at
Martinsville Speedway, Johnson
pulled away from Rusty Wallace
and Ryan Newman on a restart
with seven laps to go to climb
four spots in the season-ending title chase. Kurt Busch was
solid again and moved one step
closerto wrappingup NAS( '.Mi s
first playoff championship.
In a race where leading
contenders
Jeff Gordon
struggled and Dale Earnhardt
Jr. was never a factor, Busch
finished fifth and expanded his
pi urns lead to 96 over Gordon
and 125 over Earnhardt, who
fell to third.
Earnhardt started die day just
24 points off the lead.
"It was a superb day," said
Busch, who started seventh
and led a race-high 120 laps,
earning an addition five-point
bonus with four races left.
"You've got to step up to the
plate and race hard in each of

these final 10" races, he said.
"We had a regular season and
now we have a playoff and
right now we haven't had a
bad finish."
Busch has finished no
worse than sixth in six races
Since NASCAR separated the
top 10 in points for a 10-race
championship playoff.
Gordon, seeking his fifth
championship, started the day
74 points behind and gave his
second straight dazzling show
of driving, overcoming a car
that ran in the mid-20s most of
the day with strategy, lie stayed
on the track under a caution
with about 150 laps to get track
position, then remained in die
top 10 the resi ol the way and
finished ninth.
last week. Gordon crashed
on the first lap at Charlotte,
went two laps down, spun out
and rallied to finish second and
keep his hope alive.
For Gordon and several
others, a new concrete and
asphalt surface laid down this
summer on the half-mile oval
proved hard to master. The race
was run in one groove, and
drivers whogot out of that groove
paid a dear price as several cars
routinely passed underneath
them with ease.
I-arnhardt, seeking his sixtii
consecutive to-live finish here,
was among those shuffled
hack into the field early — but
that proved the least of his
problems After starting third,
be hail trouble getting his car
to turn all day, made repeated
trips to pit road and two to the
garage area.
The second time came with
34 laps lo go when he got run
into by Kyle Petty and finally
drove his Chevrolet to his
hauler, ending his day.
lamie McMurray finished
second, Ryan Newman was
third and Sterling Martin fourth,
giving Dodge the top three spots
behind Johnson's Chevrolet.
Busch was the top Ford and was
followed by Jeremy Mayfield
and Jeff Green, both in Dodges,
and the Chevys of Kevin Harvick
and Gordon.

Browns give NFC
foe fits in loss
BROWNS, FROM PAGE 7

with Garcia
The Browns had the ball just
once in CT before punting to
the Eagles, who are an NFLbest 28-7 on the road since
2000. On first down, McNabb
couldn't find anyone open and
scrambled to the 50-yard line.
Dorsey Levens, who came
in when Brian Westbrook went
out with a bruised chest, ran
the ball twice as the Eagles got
to the 32. Akers the secondmost accurate kicker in league
history (82.8 percent) entering
the season, then booted his
winner for the NFC's only
unbeaten team.
Philadelphia trailed 24-21
after three periods, the first
time in 23 quarters the Eagles
were behind at the end of a
quarter. They weren't down
long though.
McNabb completed his

fourth TD pass, shoveling a
2-yarder to tight end LJ. Smith
on the second play of the fourth
period to put Philadelphia
ahead 28-24.
Cleveland's Frisman Jackson
fumbled the ensuing kickoff
and the Eagles got a 38-yard
field goal from Akers.
Garcia's 21-yard TD pass
to Steve Heiden in the third
quarter gave the Browns a
24-21 lead, putting Philadelphia
behind in the second half for
the first time this season.
The first half was an
offensive shootout as the teams
combined for 527 yards on
offense. McNabb was 15-for-19
for 264 yards in the first 30 minutes as the Eagles took a 21-17
halftime lead.
The Browns were in danger of
getting blown out in the second
quarter, but linebacker Andra
Davis picked off McNabb's
throw at the Cleveland 10.
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Johnson jawing less towards Bailey j UT and BG both
set at QB position

MONDAY NIGHT, FROM PAGE 7

had sent Pepto-Bismol to four of
Cleveland's defensive backs with
a note warning they would need
it when he got done catching
passes against them.
While dog-masked fans
howled in delight, lohnson
dropped three passes and
made three harmless catches
in Cleveland's 34-17 victory. A
chastened Chad took full blame
for the blowout and started
quietly looking for answers.
"Nobody stopped me but
myself," he said. "Nobody
covered Chad. I dropped
the ball."
He thinks he has found out
why. lohnson got into a rhythm
with quarterback Ion Kitna
last season, timing passes so
perfectly that he was able to
look upfield as his hands closed
around the ball.
Carson Palmer, who took
over at quarterback this season, throws a much harder
pass, lohnson found himself
looking
upfield
as
his
hands
started
closing on the ball, only to have
it bounce off his fingers or chest.
lohnson made sure to watch
every pass into his hands during

practice last week, exaggerating
the move as a reminder. I le figured the one adjustment was all
he needed to get rolling.
"I have a chance again this
week," he said. "I've got Champ
man-to-man. It's going to be
the same way: in your face,
the best man wins, So 1 will be
backtracking to my fundauuntals on catching, like I'm in
elementary school, and everything should be fine this week,
i guess."
His tone lacked conviction,
with good reason. He's going to
have to be at his very best to do
much against the best comerback on one of the league's best
defenses.
"He's just an unbelievable
athlete," Palmer said of Bailey
"Everybody would say he's a
prototypical corner. He's a
complete package.
"You don't see it too often
nowadays, guys you can just
leave one-on-one all game and
not worry about it. There aren't
many of those corners left — if
there are any. He might be the
only one."
lohnson respects cornerbacks, but insists there's not one
who can shut him down. As he
looked for an explanation to
the Cleveland game, he asked

Mark Duncan AP Photo

THE BIG GAME: Carson Palmer and the Bengals are ready for tonight's
Monday Night Football game against Denver.

teammates if they'd ever
had such a bad showing. He
wondered aloud if Michael
Ionian ever stunk it up.
"Michael Ionian had a bad
game? For real?" lohnson said.
Told that Ionian scored
a career-low six points in a

game in December 2001 and
followed it with a 51-point
performance. Johnson pondered
for a moment.
"So, maybe I could go from
three (catches) to 13?" he said.
I lis tone made it clear he was
joking —this time.

Jacobs shares the wealth in victory
FOOTBALL. FROM PAGE 7

the final play of an 11 play, 99yard drive for the Falcons, their
longest drive of the season,
putting BG up 34-9. lacobs
connected twice with lames
I lawkins to start the drive, then
found Sanders for 31-yanS and
22-yards on diird down conversions before hitting Magner.
After hall!inte. the Bobcat-, had
their first solid drive of the game.
1 he drive lasted for 8:44 but led to
no points. OU quarterback Ryan
Hawk had a snap go over his
head, resulting in a 16-yard loss
and killing the drive.
That was huge," Brandon said.
If they had any chance of getting
back in the football game, in my
opinion, they needed to score a
touchdown there."
Falcon Notes:
Kicker
Shaun
Suisham
connected on a 52-yard field
goal, a new career-high, as time
expired in the first half... Running
back l?|. Pope scored his sixth
rushing TD of the season with an
eight-yard run in the first quarter
... Defensive tackle Matt Ldninger
recorded two sacks ... BG had
only one penalty in the game for
I'm' yards.

passes for 345 yards and four
touchdowns.
Coming into this season,
Jacobs was a question mark on a
veteran BG offense.
But regardless of the paths
these two have taken, they have
ended up in the same place.
Gradkowski has compiled
huge numbers this season, completing nearly 75 percent ol his
passes for 2,386 yards and 19
touchdowns.
He has dirown two
interceptions this season, but
they came in their second game
in a loss to Kansas. In a normal
season, he may as well make
room in his trophy case for a
MAC player of the year trophy.
Unfortunately for Gradkowski.
the question mark at the BG
quarterback position has been
answered in a big way by Jacobs.
I le has not only stepped in to
the role of quarterback, he may
rewrite the books on playing the
position in Bowling Green.
lacobs is having one of the '
best seasons ever for a BG quarterback.
After a 41 -16 win over Ohio
saw Jacobs throw for a careerhigh 389 yards, his numbers are
every bit as impressive as his
Toledo counterpart's numbers.
Jacobs doesn't quite have
the completion percentage
Gradkowski boast, hut vou won't

Suisham gives BG
another weapon
SUISHAM, FROM PAGE 7

BenSwanger BGNews

IN THE TRENCHES: BG quarterback Omar Jacobs bowls through the defensive line Saturday. Jacobs
finished the game completing 28-of-44 passes for 389 yards and a two touchdowns

preparation," Suisham said. "So
the timeouts weren't really a
factor."
So finally, with a slight breeze
behind him and after a four
minute delay, Suisham would gel
a chance to show off his leg.
The snap was perfect and
Magner's hold was good enough,
now it was time for Suisham to
do his job. The kick was off and
initially it looked like it may not
have enough distance. But when
it approached the cross bar, the
referees raised their hands to
signal the kick was good. Suisham
set a personal-best with the
kick and in the process gave his
team another three points going
into the half.
"That was a big momentum
<l>\1
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boost.'' Brandon said. "To get
points going into the half was
a huge boost going into the
locker room."
Suisluim's ability lias not only
helped the offense this season,
but the defense is living life a
little easier thanks to his kickoffs.
Over the past year. Suisham has
improved his distance and his
kicks regularly are downed for
touchbacks. This season, he has
16 touchbacks and has helped
pin opposing teams deep in their
own territory
"I'm not on the field that
often," Suisham said. "So when
I get a chance to help the defense
that's great"
1 le may not be the one making
the tackles or catches the passes,
but Suisbam's certainly become a
valuable member of the team.
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see BG coach Gregg Brandon
complain about his quarterback's nearly-70 percent
completion percentage,
On top of being precise on his
passes, he knows how to pick
up yards and has 2,200 of them
through the air this season to
go with 20 touchdowns ■■ pair of
interceptions
Both quarterbacks play careful
football, rarer) turning die ball
over, while making big plays look
like something they were
destined to do.
Both quarterbacks can score
on the run. lac ribs has four
rushing touchdowns this season,
while (Iradkowski lias stretched
his legs out for live scon's on the
run.
And both have made their
marks on the national level.
Gradkowski is sixth in the nation
in quarterback rating 1174.6)
and fourth in yards (313.0) and
points responsible for (18.8).
Jacobs is sitting in die same boat.
He is seventh in rating (164.5),
second in yards (345,3) and first
In points responsible for (20.6).
At this point, it is really difficult
to find any chinks in these two
players' armor. Both have put
up scary numbers Uiis season
and both are making their teams
much better. This race is really
to close to call at this point.
Again, if only their two teams
played each other sometime this
season...

JACOBS, FROM PAGE 7
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MAN SENTENCED AFTER TROOPER'S INJURY

SWE

(AP) — A man convicted of being under the influence of
drugs when his car struck and injured a State Highway
Patrol trooper has been sentenced to four years in prison.
Ronald I lambrick, 63, of Logan, pleaded guilty in Hocking
County Common Pleas Court last month to aggravated
vehicular assault.

Children may have to wait for flu shots
THE ASSOCIAIED PRESS

COLUMBUS
—
Some
low-income children who
qualify for flu shots may have
to wait for their vaccinations
because of questions over
doctors being reimbursed
through a Medicaid program.
Kent Wait', vaccine administrator for the Ohio Department
of I lealth, recently sent doctors
and health departments a letter saying they should not use
privately purchased supplies for
Vaccine for Children patients.
Because of a national

vaccine shortage, the state
couldn't guarantee repayment
or reimbursement through
Medicaid, the state-federal
health care program for the
poor, Ware's letter said.
One of the two main vaccine
suppliers to the United States,
Chiron Corp., has had trouble
filling orders due to part of its
supply being contaminated.
The
Ohio
Department
of Health is waiting on its
shipment of 100,000 doses
for the Vaccines for Children
program, agency spokesman

Driver charged in crash
that killed six people
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

which was below the legal limit
PORT CLINTON — A driver of 0.08 percent.
Mulligan said the indictment
who authorities say started a
chain-reaction accident that was delayed because prosecu
killed six people in lune has tors were waiting for toxicology
been indicted on 12 counts of reports, which allowed the grand
aggravated vehicular homicide, a jurytofindprobablecause Woody
was driving under the influence
county prosecutor said.
The Ottawa County grand despite his blood alcohol content
jury's indictment against Brian being below the legal limit.
Woody told police he had two
Woody. 29, of Toledo, includes
six counts of aggravated beers at Cedar Point amusement
vehicular homicide that charge park about nine hours before die
Woody was under the influence accident on lune 21 near Lake
of drugs or alcohol at the time, all F.rie.
Six people from the Detroit
second-degree felonies.
Six other counts of aggravat- area were killed while on their
ed vehicular homicide charge way home from the park in
that Woody was reckless, all Sandusky.
The accident began when the
third-degree felonies, said
Blazer that Woody was driving
prosecutor Mark Mulligan.
He also was indicted on went left of center and struck a
charges of aggravated vehicular tractor-trailer, causing the semi
assault and attempting to leave to hit a Cadillac Escalade and
another car, the patrol said.
the scene of an accident.
The victims, including the
Woody pleaded innocent to
the charges during an initial driver, his two daughters and
appearance Friday in common his niece, were in the Fscalade,
which landed upside down in a
pleas court.
Following the accident, Woody creek.
According to the crash report
tested positive for small amounts
of marijuana, valium and Woody told officers he didn't
alcohol. Authorities, though, did drive left of center and was side
not say whether they thought swiped by the tractor-trailer.
A message was left seeking
those substances impaired his
ability to drive.
comment early Saturday at the
Tests showed that Woody's office of Woody's lawyer, Adrian
blood-alcohol was 0.025 percent. Cimerman.

Kristopher Weiss said.
Doctors can order vaccines
for privately insured patients
through drug makers, but
because the shots for Medicaid
patients come through the
government,
low-income
children could be denied the
vaccine even if it is available.
Dr. Martha Geib, a pediatrician in I-ondon, 25 miles west
of Columbus, has told some
Medicaid patients to come back
when a flu vaccine shipment
arrives. Currently, she only
has enough on hand for pri-

vately insured patients who are
considered high risk.
Angela Presley said the
vaccine shortage amounts to
discrimination against her
1-year-old
son,
D'Angelo,
who suffers from a chronic
respiratory virus and asthma.
While he was sent away
without a shot on Oct. 16, Presley
saw "kids were coming in and
walking back and getting their
shots."
Marshall Geib, the doctor's
husband and business manager, said the privately insured

patients who received their supply, they are to bill the state
shot were high risk patients. Medicaid program," Kahn said.
He said the flu season usually "These children are entitled to
hits between December and these shots. There's no need for
March, so the state supply of anybody to wait."
vaccine should arrive in time for
Kahn said she plans to
children covered by Medicaid send a memo to state officials,
restating the policy.
to receive their shot.
Medicaid patients can get
MaryKahn.aU.S.Department
of Health and Human Services their shot immediately if they
official, disputed the state and sign a letter stating that they
said doctors don't have to wait will pay for the vaccine, said Jon
for their Vaccines for Children Allen of the Ohio Department of
supply if they want to give a lob and Family Services.
Medicaid patient a shot.
Consumers can pay as littleas
"If they don't have their VFC $20 for a flu shot, he said.

Two Pennsylvania residents
indicted in 1997 Ohio slaying
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

reported missing by his videotaped statement to
family when he failed to detectives, Baldwin police said.
arrive at his family's home as
Baldwin
police
Chief
expected for Christ mas in 1997. Christopher Kelly said earlier
The UC College of Medicine this year that Smith told friends,
student's body was found "Me and Doug robbed a guy.
Dec. 28 behind a hotel along Doug shot him and left him for
Interstate 70 in Belmont County. dead. We were so scared we left
His car was found nearby in a all the Christmas presents in
hotel parking lot. its trunk filled the car."
Smith had no comment after
with Christmas presents.
her arraignment Friday.
Proviano had been shot in
the chest with his own gun.
Main has denied any involvement in Proviano's death,
authorities said.
A Belmont County grand saying in an interview earjury heard evidence in 2002 lier this year that members
but didn't return any indict- of a drug ring were trying to
ments. Since then, Smith had frame him in the slaying out of
implicated her boyfriend, revenge for Main's cooperation
Main, in the slaying in conver- with authorities in the prosecusations with friends and in a tion of drug ring members.

ST. CLAIRSVILLE — Two
Pennsylvania residents have,
been indicted in the 1997 slaying
of a University of a Cincinnati
medical student whose body
was found on a remote road
near this eastern Ohio city a few
days after his disappearance.
A Belmont County grand jury
on Friday indicted Marlene
Smith, 49, and Douglas Main, 43,
both of Washington, Pa. They
were indicted on one count
each of murder and conspiracy
to commit murder, according to a statement released
Friday by the Belmont County
prosecutor's office.
Anthony Proviano, 29, of
Baldwin Borough, Pa., was

Commission has a terrorism
alert in place for university
research reactors.
The Buckeyes played
at home Saturday against
Indiana.
NRC
spokesman
Jan
Strasma would not comment
on security recommendations, but said directives were
issued to all reactor operators,
including Ohio State's.
Barle
Holland.
Ohio
State's director for research
communications,
said
the outer perimeter was

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
Barriers meant to
protect OSU reactors
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Sixty
concrete barriers installed
around Ohio State University's
nuclear reactor laboratory are
there tor a reason other than to
block illegal parking on football
Saturdays.
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

reinforced in early September
as a preventative measure
because the research reactor
was "one potential target of
opportunity."
Holland and Robert C.
Glenn, spokesman for the
OhioEmergency Management
Agency, said inspectors from
the NRC visited Ohio State's
reactor to assess its security.
"There have been no
targeted threats," Strasma said.
"We have required upgraded
security at nuclear plants,
including research reactors."

Kelly said Friday that Main is
being held in the Washington
County jail and Smith is in the
Allegheny County jail, both
in Pennsylvania. Efforts to
extradite the two suspects to
Ohio are expected to begin
today, he said.
Proviano's parents, Carmen
and
Maryann Proviano,
thanked Kelly and Bill Fera,
a retired Allegheny County
homicide detective at a news
i (inference in Belmont County
on Friday.
"I want it to be known that they
are the people who solved this
case," said Carmen Proviano,
adding that Kelly promised him
seven years ago that the case
eventually would be solved.
Holland said the barriers
were installed "because there
would be six home football
games on campus. We have a
stadium of 100,000 people a
stoned throw away."
The 33-year-old research
reactor uses low-enriched
uranium fuel, which is not
considered nearly as hazardous as spent fuel from
commercial reactors that generate electricity. Its nuclearfuel core is submerged in
water to dissipate heat and
provide radiation shielding.

'Serves
BGSU
ATHLETIC BAND^
as pep band to selected basketball and hockey games
during the 2004-2005 season. Auditions will be Sunday.
October 31. Sign up for an audition time and pick up music
starting Wednesday, October 27 in the Band Office
(Room 1010 Musical Arts).
Students selected to perform with the Athletic Bands will
be paid for their participation In the 2004-2005 season as
well as receive one course credit in the spring semester.
Sunday, Nov. 7

h,

Sunday, Nov 14 J>

7:00-9:00 p.
7:00-9:00 p.m

Monday, Nov. 22 jjl 7:00-10:00 p.m
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SOYUZ CAPSULE CARRYING CREW FROM SPACE

(AP) — A Russian Soyuz capsule carrying a U.S.Russian crew back to Earth following six months at
the international space station hurtled through the
Earth's atmosphere and landed in Kazakhstan Saturday
evening.

WORLD
Karzai holds
majority in
first election

Japan rocked by
6.8-magnitude
quake, 21 dead
By Eric Talmadge
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

OJIYA, Japan
— Tens of
thousands of Japanese huddled
in emergency shelters yesterday
after a series of earthquakes in
northern Japan flattened homes,
toppled bridges and derailed
trains, killing at least 21 people
and injuring as many as 2,000.
Eight people were believed
missing.
A 6.8-magnitude quake rocked
thelaigelyniralNiigata prefecture
Saturday evening, rattling buildings as far away as the Japanese
capital. Several strong quakes
followed through the night, and
aftershocks continued to jolt the
area.
The lapanese government
said 21 people were killed and
1,217 were injured, while public
broadcaster
NHK,
citing
hospital data, said 21 people
were killed and more than 2,000
wen injured. The dead included five children, the youngest a
2-month-old infant.
Military' helicopters airlifted
stranded villagers from a riverside
hamlet, Shiotani, that was cut off
when the bridge connecting it to
Ojiya was toppled. Several other
villages were isolated, including
Yamagoshi, a mountain village
of 600, where a landslide swept
away the only road and upended homes and cars. Residents
awaited airlifted food and other
supplies.

Takejiro Hoshino, 75, lost his
12-year-old grandson when their
house collapsed.
"I got out and then we all went
back to try to save the others, but
it was too late," 1 loshino said.
The injured overwhelmed
small local hospitals, where
patients were being treated in the
hallways. The earthquake was the
deadliest in Japan since the 1995
earthquake in the western city
of Kobe, which killed more than
6,000 people.
"Carrying out rescue efforts
is the most important task
right now," Tsutomu Takebe,
secretary-general of the ruling
Ijberal Democratic Party, said on
a talk program aired by NHK.
"The government is making all
the effort to assess the extent of
the damage."
With temperatures expected
to drop to 55 degrees, some 60
people crowded into the lobby
of the Nagaoka City Hall to
take advantage of the heating,
bringing thin foldable mattresses
or lawn chairs from home.
"I don't have any water,
electricity or gas in my
apartment, so I have no choice
but to be here." said Naomi
Matsuki, a Nagaoka resident.
Aftershocks were another
concern.
"1 live on the top floor, so 1
really felt it wasn't safe to stay at
home." said Matsuki. "But I have
no idea when I'll be able to go

Oucodnl luhiect Is chat|e wltbeat notice

By Stephen Graham
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Koji Sasahara AP Photo

EARTHQUAKE: A boy walks by a collapsed house in Ojiya, about 260 kilometers (160 miles) northwest of
Tokyo, yesterday. A 6.8-magnitude quake centered in Ojiya, rocked the area on Saturday evening, knocking a
bullet train from its rails, ripping through roadways and rattling buildings as far away as the Japanese capital.
At least 17 people were killed and 900 others are injured.
the following hours, including
back, so I'm very worried."
Japan's Meteorological Agency magnilude-6.2 and 5.9 quakes,
registered 309 aftershocks — AlUJng a swath of destruction
most too weak to be felt — and across Niigata prefecture.
Sewage and water mains
warned that another temblor of
similar power could rip across burst, gas and telephone services
were down. Homes in 36 cities.
the region over the next week.
Two trains derailed, but no towns and villages in Niigata
injuries were reported. One was prefecture had no water. Close
a bullet train, the first to jump its to 124,000 homes were still
power
yesterday
tracks since Japan began running without
afternoon. Tohoku Electric said
such trains in 196-1.
The first quake hit at 5:56 p.m. on its Web site. A major nuclear
Saturday and was centered in power plant operated by Tokyo
Ojiya, 160 miles northwest of Electric in Kashiwazaki, however,
Tokyo, the Meteorological Agency was operating normally.
Across Niigata, 64,800 people
said. At least a half dozen more
tremors hit intermittendy over were evacuated to emergency

Earn, touttt and achedeloi sab(ecl to chee|o mtho.it notice and eeili ate limited

shelters. In Ojiya, 14,500 people
sought refuge at 93 evacuation
centers — mostly school gymnasiums and public halls, city
officials said. In Nagaoka, the
region's largest city, more than
34,000 people were evacuated.
A magnitude 6 quake can
cause severe damage to homes
and other buildings if centered in
a heavily populated area.
The temblors came just days
after lapan's deadliest typhoon in
more than a decade left 79 people
dead and a dozen missing, lapan,
which rests atop several tectonic
plates, is among the world's most
earthquake-prone countries.

KABUL.Afghanistan
— Hamid Karzai clinched a
majority of the votes cast in
Afghanistan's first presidential election, near-complete
results showed yesterday,
leaving him all but certain
of becoming his war-wrecked
nation's first democratically
elected leader.
By yesterday evening,
Karzai had received 4,240,041
votes, more than half of the
estimated 8,129,935 valid
votes cast in the Oct. 9 ballot,
the joint U.N.-Afghan electoral board said. That means
that even if all the remaining
estimated votes went to other
candidates, Karzai would still
have more than the 50 percent
necessary to avoid a runoff.
With 7,666,529 valid votes
—or 94.3 percent of the total—
counted, Karzai had received
55.3 percent, 39 percentage
points ahead of Qanooni.
Karzai's campaign spokesman said yesterday's figures
confirmed optimism that the
interim leader would triumph
when the final results are
released in the next few days.
"I'm going to see his
excellency this evening to
see when to start the celebrations," Hamed Elmi told The
Associated Press. "We were up
against 17 candidates, but the
people were behind us. We
will sleep soundly tonight."
Victory would make him
Afghanistan's first popularly
chosen leader after a quarter
century of war..
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$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes. Iree) lundraising solu. tions EQUALS S1.000-S2.000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser Contact
CampusFundraiser. (888) 923-3238
or visit www camousiundraiser.com
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INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
MEN'S & WOMEN'S SINGLES
RACOUETBALL - OCT 27

The Daily Crossword
Fix f)A(OR
brought to you by L^/-*XX^ii

Moped sale New mopeds S799 and
up. 100 new and used in slock
Lyle'sMopeds 1133 N. Main St.
Delphos, OH 419-692-0249

Motorola 601 cell phone $30.
Call for more info.
419-341-0180.
Used Brass trumpet for sale.
Good condition. $300 OBO
CD collection, over 100 cd's. $80.
Call 419-341-0180.
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Weslwood School of Horrors
www.TerrorAtTheWeslwood.com

We now have hookahs at
Fidel's Cigar Store
Behind Dairy Mart

Travel

"BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE1
5 Days From S2791 Includes Meals,
Port Taxes, Exclusive Beach Parties
Wilh 20* Of Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World
Road Rules. Bachelor!
Great Beaches. Nightlife'
Ethics Award Winning Company1
wyvw SpringBreakTravBl.com
t-800-678-6386.
!"SPRING BREAK! CANCUN,
ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From S459* Taxi FLORIDA S159!
Our Cancun Prices Are $100 Less
Than Others! Book Nowi
Includes Breaktasts, Dinners.
30-50* Hours Free Drinks!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at
www SprinpBreakTravel com
1-800-678-6386
#1 Spnng Break Vacations! Hottest
Destinations-Best Prices Book Now!
Campus Reps Wanted 1-800-2347007 endlesssummertours com

"#1 Spring BrMkWbtlfl Lowest prices guaranteed Book f 1 people, get 12th trip free! Group discounts for 6»www.$pringBreakDis
eounfa.com or 800-838-8202

Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's #1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps. Call for group discounts. Info/Reservations 1 -800-648

Spnng Break 2005 Challenge, find
a better price! Lowest price specials!
Free Meals1 November 6th deadline!
Hiring reps-earn free trips & cash!
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

Services Ottered

Ohio's new affordable online dating
service. 1 mo. tree trial. Chatrooms
for all Ohio colleges
www.sweetyfinder.com

Psychology Majors
Interested in a career in business?
Check out the BGSU Master of
Organization Development
www.modbgsu com

" 1 S 2 Bdrm Apts. Starting 1/1/05,
low as S450 mo Rooms Avail now
for $225 mo Call 419-3530325
9am-9pm.

"Now renting for 05-06
S.Y.dflUSeS.
Lg. S Sm. Grand lathered lor 3 to 8
students per unit Also Apts. all next
to campus. Listing Avail. 24/7 @

Wanted

316
Need a female subleaser from Jan.
to May S250'mo plus util Close to
campus on N Enterprise. Please
contact Justine 330-323-0015
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ACROSS
For Rent

City Events
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INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S TEAM
HANDBALL-- OCT 26
Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

1

'■

1998 Ford Taurus SE 125k
Blue/gray, loaded. $2,900.
419-574-2771

E. Merry #3 or call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm for inlo Will mail.

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
30
33
34
35
38
39
40

Self-employment retirement plan
Jezebel's deity
Mam aisle in SI Peters
Host
Der _ (Adenauer)
Arthurian lady
Trinket
Compelling influence
Pullover
Fast flyer, bhelly
Novelist Levin
Prohibition grp.
Year in Madrid
Spanish rivers
Slangy affirmative
Capital of Belarus
Croat's neighbor
H.H. Munro
Small part ol a whole
Turner and Clanton
Very dry
Impertinent

41
42
43
44
45
46
49
52
54
56
57
58
59
60
61

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
16
19
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Seaweed varieties
Middle Eastern rulers
Band of eight
Grasps
1952 Olympics site
Port of Iraq
Burn soother
Place to get PIN money
"On the Waterfront"
co-star
First PM of India
Black cuckoos
36
Clinging flora
37
All nerves
42
Continental dollar
43
Hanoi holidays
44
Belushi biography
45
Adder cousins
46
Punch again
47
Jabbers
48
4 string guitars
49
Feel compassion lor
50
DCCLI doubled
51
Vexes
52
Mr Coward
53
Guitar stroke
55
Wound cover

Part of NY's S.I.
Very dry. as champagne
Bar in Britain
Shoulder of the road
Big
. CA
Old Gray Mare
Athens rival
On the whole
Compact pet?
BTU part
Canal ol song
Merger
Hairstyling products
Break suddenly
Classifies

Tells the tale
Like a loan shark
Greek letter
Fiction"
Limeys
REM situation
Low point
Parcel out
Valleys
Complacent
Knotty wood
Blue dye
Song for Sills
Words to Nanette
Coffee server
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I Bdrm. subleaser needed
AvailaBle mid-Dec Rent negotiable.

Call 352-7994
Help Wanted

$11/hr. Canvassing Neighborhoods
in Support of the GOP!! 50 canvassers needed immediately! Carderock
is hiring door-to-door canvassers for
Get-out-the Vote Efforts. Must be 18
years ol age, no felonies, registered
to vote and your own transportation.
Need good communications skills
and professional appearance. Fulltime and part-time positions available. Availability lor evenings and
weekends preferred EOE. Call toll
Iree 800-509-0150 for more
intormation.
'.BARTENDING! $300/day potential.
No exp. necessary Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
BA 203 tutor needed Willing to pay.
Contact Michael at 847-858-0621 or
mbukjat@bgnet bgsu.edu
BABYSITTER WANTED in my Perrysburg home for an infant & a toddler 7:30am-5:00pm. Mon. - Fri.
Early childhood education and/or
childcare experience preferred. Call
(419) 877-4615 or (419) 878-0508
Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 & more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com
Love to work with children? The Fort
Meigs YMCA is looking lor childcare
counselors for our Bowling Green &
Perrysburg locations. Experience in
child care preferred. II interested,
please call 419-251-9622 and ask
lor Stacy..
Tired ot$8/hr.?
Cutco seeks hard-working indv'ls. w/
pos. attitude, great pay. Flex, schedules, training provided, cust. sales/
srvc. interview in Toledo, work in
BG area, all ages 18* Conditions
exist, to schedule an interview
CALL 419-8614134

Church SI Queen Anne Nat'l. Reg.
of Historic Places Bay window w/
stained glass. 2 Bdrm w/ Bsmt.. liv.
rm., din. rm. kit. W/D. stove, refng..
no pets S769/mo. 419-261-2038

Jim M*rrl*9n (*f the »«t r*tk
tfi
The D**rt) U)+S the firtt '-0\ ^
rack stttr to be «rresU4 \

fr»up
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
724 S College Dr-2 BR unfum apt
1 5 baths, starting at S425/mo
dep
S425 Tenant pays elec. NO PETS!
Assigned parking.
422 Clouoh SI.-2 BR unfurn. apt.
above garage. S490/mo plus all util
Deposit $490. NO PETSI
828 7th St. «2-2 BR unlurn apt.
S475/mo. dep $475 Tenant pays
E.W.S NO PETS!
Spr Sem Rental List Now Available
Call John Newlove Real Estate. Inc
Rental Office At (419) 354-2260
Office al 319 E Wooster SI
across from Taco Bell

Management Inc.

ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ONNOW

**t sUfe.

Call 353-5800

ffittCA

PLAYBOY CENTERFOLD (Nov 04
and MTV Road Rules star Cara Zavaleta
from Bowling Green, OH will be holding
her 1 st ever magazine signing In BG!

OPEN NOW
Hlllsdalc Apt.
HW2 Pairview

When: Wed, Oct. 27 from 4-6 pm!

•
•
•
•

Where: Mike's Party Mart 834 S.Maln St.
in BG (419)352-9259

3 Ixlnn Tunlis
Dishwuher
Garbage DINIMN.II
\V.i--hcr Dryer Hook-up
i J J Ixlnn i

• Carpoita BGSI Bua Mop
Perrysburg, easy access to I 75.
Quiet 2 bdrm. apt 1 bath, water
hd, laundry facil., security bldg.
S525-550 month 734-850-0121.

Subleaser needed Spr. Sem. 467 S.
Summit #57. Clean, quiet neighborhood. Close to campus 4
downtown.
(330)719-0139.

Subleaser neededfor
second semester
Contact 704-519-9181

Check It out:
www.bgnews.com

Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Fine Japanese Cuisine & Sushi Bar
Now hiring motivated wait staff.
Apply 465 W. Dussel Dr. Maumee.

AirfrcA
M.niy-m
Heinzsite Apt.
IIK

Get Control of Your Hunger

ION Knterprise
• J Ixlnn*
• Dishwasher

Lose Weight
HOW!
Please visit our site
for a

• Gaibagc Disposal
• W.i.slicr Dryer in 2 Ixlnm

Pot Roast

• CAN WALK TO CAMPUS

Avaiiablf from 4 pm 'nl JO pm
Slow-rowed Pot Rout In a rich Gravy
with roasted Potatoes and Carrots Served
with Combread Stuffing and Coleilaw.

AfEfrCA
Stop by the Office at

1045 N. Main St,
or check website

FREE
CONSULTATION
www.wellnesslJrstreiail.coni

www.iiieceabg.com

for complete Listing
for next year. Will
start renting in
NOVEMBER.

163 South Main Street
Sffvinf Fin* Food Sine* 1972

HELPED SAVE a LIFE TODAY, i GAVE PLASMA.
My roommate used to do it all the time.
Finally, she talked me inlo il. I was a little

I-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Apartments
Available
2 Bedroom Apts
starting @
$580/month
Heat & cable included

nervous at first, but

From Only
$465!

it was really easy. It

didn't hurt and only took two hours. Then,
we found out that plasma was used to
make

On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

medicines

for

Receive

entrance

$200

• Patio

a

people

up

with

to

month

• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities

hemophilia and other illnesses. I felt even

• Pets welcome

better. The money didn't hurt either...it

• Convenient on-site parking

helps make ends meet when money is tight.
But even after I'm out of college, I'm still

N

Please call rental office
at 419-352-0164
Located at
University Village &
University Courts

n>

t

going to give plasma. Because it's a way I
can help other people...because it's the
right thing to do.

FREE HEAT
,

••

BIOLIFE PLASMA SERVICES

II I I

1 fl1!1

You can help save someone's life by giving plasma. You'll receive $20 per visit.

419-353-7715 t-*

419 425 8680

1789 E. Melrose Avenue • Findlay, OH 45840 • www.biolifeplasma.com

